Minutes of Committee Meeting
16 West Port, Dunbar
28 February 2011
Present: Peter Armstrong (chair), Morag Haddow (minute secretary), Jill Thomson (membership
secretary), Syed Hassan (treasurer)
Item
1. The constitution agreed at the public meeting on 3rd
February was signed by the committee members.
2. An agenda for Thursday's public meeting was agreed.
3. There was some discussion regarding the need to
widen our membership beyond Dunbar. Peter has
written to all local community councils, and Fiona Bell
has offered to put up information around East Linton
as required. Also need a contact in North Berwick and
Haddington

4. Peter has application form for funding (to pay for hire
of halls, mailing etc) from LEADER.

Actions
 Morag to purchase folder in which
to keep the signed copy and other
documents.
 Morag to send to Sue Guy who will
facilitate at that meeting.
 Hassan to ensure Fiona Bell gets
copies of any meeting notices and
minutes.
 Peter will try to find some-one
who can put up notices and
minutes in Innerwick.
 Peter to invite Jim Hume and the
Bus Users Forum to become
members of RELBUS.
 Peter to make this application to
LEADER.

5. We noted that we will need a bank account to apply
for funds. Morag recommended the Co-operative
bank's community banking facilities.



Hassan to apply for RELBUS bank
account.

6. Peter has had confirmation from Paul Thomas
regarding the circumstances in which refunds will be
available to passengers.
7. Jill noted letter from a Haddington bus user in last
week's Courier regarding bus services and has
followed up with a further letter for publication
detailing the circumstances in which refunds will be
available to passengers
8. Peter has spoken to First about the need to mark
where to catch the Dunbar bus in Edinburgh. First
explained that the 'bus flags' showing the bus numbers
are co-ordinated by Lothian Buses.



Peter to forward details to Morag
for inclusion on RELBUS website

9. Peter and Hassan have written to Perryman's
requesting meeting but have had no response.
10. Adopt-A-Bus-stop. Hassan has been speaking to Steph
Kerr at ELC Community Planning about this. No
response from transportation dept. We just need
permission and then could do this ourselves. It was
agreed that RELBUS should adopt one of the bus-stops



NONE






Peter to remind First of the need
to mark Dunbar stops in Edinburgh
Hassan to include small map of
Edinburgh showing Dunbar bus
stops in next Dunbar-Edinburgh
timetable.
Peter to keep trying to arrange a
meeting with Mr Perryman
Hassan to find out how to get
permission to put up notices in the
bus stops.

in the High Street (and perhaps Sustaining Dunbar
could adopt the other one). Other groups which could
be approached include the Primary School and local
Tenants and Residents Association.
11. Peter has heard that the Real-time Passenger
Information boards may be available this year.



12. We noted that members had been complaining about
the lack of bus shelters on Kellie Road/Lochend Road.



13. We discussed the possibility of a sustainable travel
promotion in the local papers in early summer. This
could be tied into the launch of the SpareWheels
carsharing club.
14. Jill noted that she had previously spoken to First about
being a 'mystery passenger'. She'd been told that a
local person may apply to be a mystery passenger and
get free bus travel for a year in return for regular
service reports. We agreed that it would be useful for
a RELBUS member to take on this role, and as Jill has
not heard anything since, Peter will make enquiries in
an official capacity.





Hassan to ask Lisa Black at
SESTRAN whether there is any
progress on RTPI systems
Hassan to find out whether/where
funding might be available for
these
Morag to report back on
dates/costs

Peter to enquire about First's
mystery passenger reporting

